Your business has roots and branches.
Express those values in a collaborative art experience.

Shannon Willow Art Team Building Experience
Your business has roots and branches. The tree is the metaphor for this interactive art team
building experience. Through the creation of a visual talking tree, each participant identifies
their unique strengths and their contribution to the company’s overall success. In this dynamic
step-by-step process, each team member completes a personalized landscape painting.
Shannon encourages appreciative inquiry and deep listening throughout the process by
tapping into the wisdom in the room.

Talking Tree Objectives:

• Understand the importance of team work, personal excellence and critical thinking
• Deepen emotional intelligence and become more mindful about personal energy
• Apply the skills of collaboration, problem solving and planning
• Tap into courage for authentic creative expression
• Have fun creating a personalized piece of art

The trunk of each tree consists of a mosaic of personal affirmations written by
the individual, along with words that reflect the values of your
company. Commonly used words are: strength, compassion, motivation,
leadership,
respect,
collaboration,
perseverance,
communication,
stewardship, inclusion and diversity. The tree design is placed within a
landscape that includes the visual elements of moving water, mountains and a
lush field.
In this two-hour workshop, Shannon weaves in conversations about
the interconnectedness and the strengths of each individual who make up
the overall success of your company. This collaborative process using
transparency and soft skills creates a vivid reminder of your company’s
core values and what is possible when we work together as a community.

Ready to get painting?
Contact Shannon Willow for this innovative team building experience

770-853-4356 | shannon@shannonwillowart.com
About Shannon Willow:

Shannon Willow is an artist, designer and facilitator passionate about building community through the
power of art. She has multiple murals throughout the Atlanta area and has an active studio practice focusing
on reflections of our natural world. She has facilitated hundreds of people through creative team
building experiences which are designed to shift company culture and communities.

A few of Shannon’s clients and partners:

Samples of Shannon’s work can be seen at: www.ShannonWillowArt.com

